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1. Introduction 

 
By this corporate Code of Ethics (“The Code of Ethics”below) Delta Lavori S.p.A (“Delta Lavori” 

or “The Company” below) plans to formally adopt the principles of legitimacy, adequacy, 

transparency and verifiability upon which base its own conduct and that of potential subsidiaries. 

This commitment aims to produce significant effects in terms of corporate reputation, namely the 

aptitude to be publicly acknowledged as a responsible and reliable enterprise, which the Company 

believes to be a decisive value for its own success and for promoting its own image. 

 

 

 

2. Field of application 
 
As a Company, Delta Lavori S.p.A aimed at complying with the ethical principles through the 

deliberation of the administrative authority in December 21, 2015. 

The Code of Ethics is valid for both Italy and abroad, even taking into consideration cultural, social 

and economic diversity of the different Countries where the Company works. 

The Code of Ethics is, without any exception, binding for the “Company Bodies” (Management 

Board and Board of Statutory Auditors), for “Top Management” (General Managers, Management 

Supervisors, Functional Foreman and Business Services Supervisor) as well as for all the employees, 

for the “Trading Partners” (i.e. Business Partners), Customers, Suppliers, Contractors, 

Subcontractors, and for the “External Consultants” (non-subordinated workers, auditors, 

intermediaries, agents, etc.) of the Company, which all together represent the “Subjects” of the 

present Code of Ethics. 

The Company demands to everyone who, directly or indirectly, has relationship of any type with 

them, a behaviour in line with the principles contained in the present Code of Ethics. 

The Company conceives the ethical value as a model of cooperation in view of a mutual benefit for 

the parties involved; for this reason, it requires that every addressee acts towards it and any other 

stakeholder, according to similar principles and rules of ethical conduct. 

For this purpose the Company proposes to the addresses of the Code, with whom has contractual 

relationship, to sign specific clauses, with the consequences required by Article 1456 c.c.. 

Furthermore, the Company will commits to make sure that potential subsidiaries and associates will 

conform their behaviour to the general principles of the Code. 

The Supervisory Body of Delta Lavori oversees the compliance with the Code of Ethics. 

Every addressee must know the laws and the correct behaviour. 

For this reason, Delta Lavori’s Supervisory Body will guarantee: 

- The widest possible dissemination and the observance of the Code of Ethics among the 

addresses; 

- Its constant deepening and updating in order to adapt it to the development of civil awareness 

and to the relevant rules; 

- The provision of appropriate information and explanation tools about the interpretation and 

the implementation of the Code of Ethics; 

- Making immediate checks, in case of information or suspicions about the violation of the 

Code of Ethics, and the application of appropriate sanctions, in case of verified violation; 

- The protection of anonymity of the individuals who give information about possible violations 

of the Code of Ethics. 

 

 

 



 

3. Preconditions 

 
3.1 Unethical behaviour 

Behaviours are unethical whether they are taken by the individual or collectively – on behalf, in the 

interest or to the benefit of Delta Lavori, when they break the rules of healthy and civil cohabitation 

and of proper social and business relationship, as provided for and regulated by laws. 

Unethical behaviours can compromise the relationship between Delta Lavori and its shareholders, 

employees, collaborators, as well as trading, economic and financial partners, whether public or 

private. 

 

 

3.2 The worth of reputation 

Good reputation is an essential resource. 

A good reputation promotes the shareholders’ confidence, the customer satisfaction, the employment 

of the best human resources, the suppliers’ confidence, and reliability towards creditors. It also 

fosters, in internal relations, the adoption and the implementation of decisions shared peacefully and 

the planning, organization and the execution of work without strict authority. 

At the same time, the statement of specific behaviour principles concerning the relations with the 

Public Administration, as well as in relation to the rights and the interests of shareholders, creditors 

and third parties, is an expression of Delta Lavori’s commitment to the prevention of offences 

provided for in Legislative Decree June 8 2001, n. 231 and subsequent amendments and integrations 

(“Decree” below). 

For the above reasons, the Company found it necessary to establish clearly the values it believes in 

and that it undertakes to implement, as well as the responsibilities and the sanctions for non-

compliance with those values. 

 

 

3.3 The structure of the Code of Ethics 

- The Code of Ethics is made up by general ethical principles, which define in abstract terms 

the benchmark values for Delta Lavori; 

- Specific behaviour principles that establish analytically the guidelines and the rules to which 

the addressees must comply with. 

- Behaviour principles that aim at preventing crimes required by the Decree; 

- Concrete implementation mechanisms, which include a control system designed to ensure the 

observance and the continuous updating of the Code of Ethics. 

 

 

 

4. General Principles 
 

The Company’s activities must be carried out in accordance with the laws and the principles of 

impartiality, honesty, transparency, fairness and good faith towards the shareholders, the addressees, 

as well as the Public Administrations and other individuals or the institutions with whom the 

Company comes into contact in carrying out institutional and/or instrumental activities. 

 

 

 

 

 



4.1 No discrimination 

Taking into account the decisions concerning the internal and external partners, Delta Lavori avoids 

any discrimination of age, gender, sexual orientation, health condition, race, nationality, political 

views, religious beliefs or other criteria that interfere with the individual’s fundamental rights. 

 

 

4.2 Compliance with rules and procedures 

In the context of respective professional activity, the addressees shall observe the laws and the 

regulations in force in the Countries in which they act, the Code of Ethics, the business procedures, 

the internal regulations and, the laws of professional ethics, where they are established. 

Under no circumstances, pursuing the interest of the Company can justify the violation of regulations 

and procedures. 

 

 
4.3 Conflict of interests 

Any situation of conflict of interests shall be avoided in all the activities and business relations of the 

Company. Where this situation is inevitable, the stakeholder must inform in advance the Supervisory 

Body, except for situations that he and the Company already know. A conflict of interests exists, both 

in the case a Social Body or a member of it or a shareholder, a representative of the Senior 

Management or an employee, has also personal interests in competition with those of the Company, 

and in the case the representatives, the Trading Partners, the External Consultants, or public and 

private institutions, pursue any personal interest in competition with their job. 

 

 

 

4.4 Privacy 

The Company guarantees the privacy about information at its disposal and it refrains from searching 

for, disseminating or using confidential data, except for declared permission of data-holders, and 

however respecting the law in force. 

The Senior Management, Employees, Trading Partners and the External Consultants must observe 

strict confidentiality even outside the working time, in order to protect the Company’s know-how in 

all the sectors of activity, including internal affairs (for example, information about technology, 

finance, law, administration, business, staff management, etc.). 

These regulations are valid in particular for those who are in possession of confidential and significant 

information because of their roles. 

For this reason, it is forbidden to disseminate confidential information with every means, having a 

regulation that establish that a violation of this obligation affects the relationship of trust with the 

Company and it can implicates the application of disciplinary or contractual sanctions, in addition to 

possible prosecutions. 

 

 

4.5 Relations with shareholders 

Delta Lavori creates the conditions in order that the participation of shareholders in decision-making 

is full and conscious, moreover it promotes equal access to information and protects its own interest 

and that of the shareholder in relation to actions brought by shareholders or by shareholders’ 

coalitions intended to give precedence to their interests. 

 

 

 

 

 



4.6 The value of human resource 

The Top Management, Employees, Trading Partners and the External Consultants represent a 

determining factor for the success of the Company. 

For this reason, the Company protects and promotes the value of its own human resources in order to 

improve and increase their experience and knowledge, with reference to education and compliance 

with the law. 

The Company also guarantees the physical and moral integrity of Top Management, Employees, 

Trading Partners and External Consultants. Furthermore, it ensures work conditions that respect the 

individual dignity, belief and personal opinion, as well as healthy and safe workplaces. 

 

 

4.7 Fairness among employees 

The relations among employees shall be, at all levels, conformed to fairness, cooperation, loyalty and 

mutual respect, and to the absence of racial, ethnic, sexual, religious and ideological discriminations. 

Regarding to hierarchical relationships, or at least involving subjection or unequal positions, authority 

must be exercised fairly, with respect and moderation, avoiding any abuse. 

In particular, it must be avoided any exercise of power damaging the dignity and the autonomy of 

employees and collaborators, and the decisions about work organization shall always protect the value 

of every contribution. 

 

 

4.8 Service quality 

The Company orients business toward the protection and satisfaction of its customers, taking into the 

utmost account the requests that can improve the quality of the services provided. Delta Lavori 

undertakes to provide to the customer/client a Product (work/project/service) that complies with the 

contract terms. 

 

 

 

 

5. Ethics of relations with third parties 
 

5.1 Standards of business conduct 

Regarding the business relations, Delta Lavori is guided by the principles of loyalty, fairness, 

transparency, efficiency, and opening towards the market. 

The Recipients shall have a proper behavior in the Company’s business, independently from the 

competition in the market and the importance of the business transacted. Corrupt practices, unlawful 

aids, collusions, pressures and insistences, directly or through third party, for the purpose of personal 

and career benefits for oneself or others, are forbidden. 

Recipients cannot accept or offer gifts, hospitality, or other benefits in the relationship 

with third party, unless their value does not compromise the company image and however, it complies 

with the existing business procedures and the law in force. 

Internal guidelines defines the modalities allowed to the donation and reception of gifts or benefits. 

The Company Representative or the Collaborator that receive homages or any other benefit not 

allowed, shall take any appropriate initiative to refuse homages or benefits. Moreover he has to inform 

his superior and the Supervisory Body, who will evaluate their adequacy and will provide information 

to the sender about the policy of the Company. 

Any Company Representative or External Collaborator, in performing its functions and the job, shall 

refrain from activities that are not in the interest of the Company. 

In any case, employees must avoid all the situations and activities in which a conflict with the 

company’s interests can occur or the situations that can interfere with their capacity of making 



decisions impartially in the best interest of the Company and in the full respect of the laws and the 

Code of Ethics.  

The conduct of business shall be based on the respect of the laws about fair competition, recognizing 

the crucial importance of a competitive market. For this reason, the Company avoids the procedures 

(i.e. the establishment of cartels, market sharing, conditioned agreements, etc.) that constitutes a 

violation of the law on competition. In the field of fair competition, the Company does not violate 

consciously the intellectual property rights of third parties. 

Furthermore, the Company commits to represent the interest and its own positions in a transparent, 

rigorous and coherent way, avoiding collusions and condemning any conditioning form that could 

impede the legitimate conduct of business. In this regard, the Company works together and demands 

collaboration to all his members and interlocutors, both internal and external, so that any situation of 

criminality, even organized, can be reported to the relevant authorities. 

 

 

5.2 Relations with customers, suppliers, contractors and subcontractors 

Delta Lavori works for the final satisfaction of the Customer, from whom directly depends the 

Company’s right to receive the compensation stipulated, but also its right to market access. 

Actually, by working in the sector of public contracts, the Company obtain the certification of its 

volume of business from the client, which attesting the proper execution, it allows the Company to 

gain, maintain and increase the registration in categories and ranks of works, necessary to take part in 

competitions. 

- In relations of contracts, procurement and, usually, provision of services, it is a duty for the 

Recipients to assure the reliability, respectability and the professionalism of the counterparty, 

before establishing relationships or making contracts with it; 

- Observe the internal procedures for the selection and management of the relationships with 

the suppliers, without impeding to any supply company in possession of the requirements to 

compete to win supplies from the Companies. 

- Adopt objective evaluation criteria in the selection, according to transparent modalities 

declared in advanced; 

- Enrich data in the Register, useful in case of need to supply with goods and services; 

- Obtain the cooperation of suppliers in order to constantly ensure the satisfaction of customer’s 

needs in terms of quality, costs and delivery time, at least to an equal extent of their 

expectations; 

- Draw up the agreements in the form required by the Company, and in any case it shall be 

made in writing, and conclude them before the start of the working activity; 

- Follow the principles of fairness and good faith in the correspondence and dialogue with 

suppliers, in line with the stricter business practices. 

 

Since the phase of selection, suppliers, contractors and subcontractors, are aware of the Company’s 

attention to the respect of the ethical principles and of the fact that the compliance with those 

principles contributes to judgement and selection. They are contractually obligated to conform to the 

regulations included in this Code, and appropriate sanctions for its violation are established, as for 

example, the contract’s dissolution. 

 

 

 

5.3 Relations with Trading Partners and External Consultants 

Trading Partners and External Consultants are required to conform to the principles and the 

regulations included in the Code of Ethics. The agreements with Trading Partners and External 

Consultants must be written in the form required by the Company, and in any case it shall be made 

in writing, and they shall be concluded before the start of the working activity. 



The contracts of external collaboration must contain the obligation to respect the Code of Ethics and 

appropriate sanction for its violation must be established, as for example, the contract’s dissolution. 

However the payment to be granted shall only be related to the job performance specified in the 

contract and, in any case, to the professional abilities and to the actual service; furthermore, the 

payment shall have an appropriate proof (invoice, etc.), checked and duly registered. 

 

 

5.4 Anti-money laundering regulations 

It is forbidden for employees and collaborators of the Company to receive cash payments before 

establishing relations or writing contracts with suppliers and other partners that have long-term 

business relations, as well as change or transfer money, goods or other benefits deriving from crimes; 

perform other operations with them to impede the identification of their criminal source. It is also 

forbidden to use these goods in economic and financial activities. 

Moreover, employees and collaborators must verify the moral integrity, the reputation and the good 

name of the counterparty, through business structures responsible for this purpose. 

Cash payments are not allowed, neither to an individual that is not an authorized representative of the 

contractual counterparty, nor in any Country different from that of the parties or of the implementation 

of the contract.  

 

 

5.5 Relations with business competitors 

Delta Lavori avoids those acts aiming at the disturbance of competition procedures. 

The Company respects the market rules and for this reason it avoids and demands to its members, to 

refrain from practices and behaviours which are not only illegal, but also misleading, abusive and 

collusive or that, even without adding the crime’s details, they could alter the proper relationship with 

competitors, instead of respecting skills, professionalism and expertise. 

In order to avoid the violation of the principles of free competition, the Company refrains from setting 

up cartels or pressure groups, intended to take advantage compared to the other competitors otherwise 

to unbalance the competition towards its favour, limiting the access to the market or leading to a 

privileged or dominant situation. 

 

 

5.6 Relations with political and trade union organizations 

The Company recognizes the right of equal dignity to the parties as free associations of citizens that 

associate themselves in order to decide the national politics through a “democratic method”. The 

Company takes into consideration the opportunity to pay out grants to them, respecting the laws in 

force about the parties’ financing and without infringing the principle of neutrality, which influences 

the Company’s relations with the political parties, in other words the violation of this principle could 

implicate a return in terms of benefits. 

Like the political parties, the Company recognizes the importance of the social function of trade union 

organizations, as entities organized to protect the interests of specific categories of worker. 

The Company promotes dialogue with trade unions, showing towards them availability and spirit of 

cooperation, in the certainty that a discussion built on the principles of loyalty, transparency and 

balance, is the most effective way to have a confrontation with the worker’s requests. 

The Company avoids taking any steps that could be, directly or indirectly, forms of pressures or undue 

favours towards political or labour representatives, in other words political or trade union 

organizations. 

 

5.7 Institutional relations 

The relations with international and national public institutions, whose aim is to implement the 

Company’s programmes, have the purpose of knowing, analyzing or assessing the implications of the 



legislative and administrative activities for the Company, of responding to informal requests or 

inspection measures, or however, making the Company’s view known about significant issues for 

one and the other. 

For this reason, the Company commits to represent its own interests and positions in a transparent, 

rigorous and coherent way, avoiding collusive behaviours. 

In order to guarantee the maximum clarity and transparency in those contexts, the relationships with 

the institutional interlocutors are held only by the functional areas appointed to that. 

 

 

5.8 Contributions and sponsorship 

Delta Lavori can accept requests for contributions, but only those coming from non-profit institutions 

and associations that have regular statutes and deed of incorporation, and with high cultural and 

charity value. 

Sponsoring, which can relate to social, environmental, sport, show and art issues, is intended only for 

the events or entities that provide guarantee of quality and reliability, and in respect of which any 

connivance or influence can be excluded, which could interfere with the Company’s activities or 

compromise the compliance with the Code of Ethics. 

 

 

 

6. Ethics of relations with public administration 
  

For the purposes of the Code of Ethics, “Public Administration” means, both in national, foreign or 

Community legislation, any administration of the State, of local public bodies or Community, as well 

as any public entity, agency or independent administrative authority and related joints, any person 

that acts as a public official or responsible for a public service. 

The Recipients must act in compliance with the law and the ethics about the relationships with Public 

Administrations and must refrain from putting in place behaviours that could include offences in the 

relations with Public Administrations required by Articles 24 and 25 of the Decree, such as offences 

of corruptions in their different forms, extortion, fraud against the State or other public body, undue 

collection of contributions, funding or other allocations by the State or by other public body, etc.. 

 

In order to prevent the commission of those offences, the Company adopts the following principles 

of conduct: 

- Identification of the individuals that have decision-making powers and their limits. 

Firstly, the Company identifies the people who, for each business area, have decision-making 

autonomy. In particular, the person that manages the financial resources of the reference area 

has to be identified and the amounts must be specified, within which decisions can be made 

individually, and beyond which decisions shall be made collectively, meaning prior 

authorization. 

 

- Prohibition of offering gifts or benefits 

Gifts or benefits are strictly forbidden, in whatever form, whether offered, promised or made 

to Public Administrations, to natural or legal persons that work under or on behalf of Public 

Administrations or to their relatives, directly or through intermediaries, or also unlawful 

pressures made upon them, to lead, facilitate or remunerate a decision, the fulfillment of an 

official act or against administrative duties. 

Moreover, the same conducts of the same individuals are strictly forbidden for the purpose of 

promoting or damaging one side in a civil, criminal or administrative trial, and bringing a 

direct or indirect advantage to the Company.  



Ordinary and reasonable entertainment expenses are an exception to the interdictions above-

mentioned, in other words, gifts of modest value that represent the normal custom in the 

relationships. 

For this reason, the Company sets out internal guidelines to make these expenses, with 

reference to the authorization procedure, as well as the relevant control and reporting methods. 

 

- Contributions and funding required or received by the State or by other public bodies 

It is strictly forbidden to mislead Public Administrations, through artifices or deceptions, for 

the purpose of making a direct or indirect unfair profit for the Company, 

which consist in gaining or using contributions, funding, or other allocations in any case 

named, granted by the State, a public body or by Community institutions. 

Specifically, it is forbidden: 

 

o To use or submit declarations or false documents or attesting things that are not true, 

that is to say omitting requisite data, in order to obtain contributions, funding, or other 

allocations in any case named, granted by the State, a public body or the by 

Community Institutions; 

 

o To assign contributions, funding, or other allocations in any case named, granted by 

the State, a public body or by the Community Institutions, to initiatives different from 

those directed towards the realization of works or the performance of activities of 

public interest for which they were obtained. 

 

- Use of computer or telematic system 

It is strictly forbidden to alter in any way the operations of a computer or telematic system or 

illegally intervene with any modality upon data, information or programmes contained in a 

computer or telematic system to the detriment of the State or of a public body. 

The Company requires to all the recipients the stricter observance of the above-mentioned 

principles, with particular attention in the management of the relations with the Public 

Administration when taking part in tenders, private stipulations, competition procedures and 

in the execution of the contract with Public Procurers. 

 

 

6.1 Relations with the Public Administration in the exercise of judicial functions 

The good performance of Public Administration, in the exercise of judicial functions, is a protected 

interest that the Company perceives as worthy of particular attention, recognizing a great disvalue to 

those behaviours that can make prejudices. 

In this respect, the Company imposes the obligation to all the Recipients that act towards its interest 

and on its behalf, to refrain from putting in place acts intended to offer or promise to a public official 

or responsible for public service, money or other benefits in order to promote or damage one side of 

the civil, criminal or administrative trial. 

This regardless of the fact that the Company is part of the trial or that it has, in any case, an interest 

in it so that the position of one of the trial parties changes, by receiving or not a benefit. 

 

6.2 Relations with legal authorities and the institutions responsible for law and order and safety 

The Company recognizes the value of impartiality of justice and acts respecting the protection of its 

regular administration and its proper functioning. 

The Company firmly believes in Legal Authority and the institutions responsible for law and order 

and safety, recognizing to them a significant role of reference point also in its activity. 



The Company constantly declares to be at the disposal of the Legal Authority and the above-

mentioned institutions and requires to those who act on its behalf, equal availability to any need found 

in performing the job. 

The Company condemns any form of conditioning that could interfere in the licit performance of its 

activity and this sense it collaborates and requires collaboration to all its members and interlocutors, 

both internal and external, so that any situation of criminality, even organized, spotted by them, is 

reported to the competent authorities. 

 

 

 

7. Ethics of relations with employees 
 

7.1 Equal opportunities 

The Company offers equal job opportunities to all workers, making sure that everyone has an equal 

treatment according to the skills and abilities, without any discrimination. 

For this purpose, the roles responsible for the management of the personnel have to: 

- Identify and implement the criteria of selection and development of the resources based on 

merit and technical-professional expertise; 

- Develop a system of selection, hiring, training, career development, salary and management 

of employees in order to impede any discrimination and promoting instead, a personalized 

knowledge of any resource; 

- Create a workplace in which the personal features cannot be the prerequisite for political, 

religious, racial, or sexual discrimination. 

 

 

 

7.2 Moral integrity of employees: ban on discriminatory behaviour 

Delta Lavori commits to protect the moral integrity of employees, ensuring the right of work 

conditions respectful of human dignity, by protecting the workers from acts of psychological violence 

or mobbing and opposing any attitude or behaviour that is discriminatory or harmful for the 

individual, its belief and inclinations. 

 

 

7.3 Harassment in the workplace 

Delta Lavori demands that in working relationships, both internal and external, no harassment occurs, 

to give just some examples: 

- The creation of a workplace that is intimidatory, hostile and of isolation for single or groups 

of workers; 

- Unjustified interference in the execution of other people’s work; 

- Obstacle to other people’s job prospects for the purpose of personal competitiveness; 

- Sexual harassment and behaviours or discourses that can disturb the individual’s sensitivity 

and modesty. 

 

 

7.4 Alcohol and drug abuse 

It is forbidden to provide service, even in occasional way, under the influence of alcohol, drugs or 

substances of similar effect. 

It is also forbidden, to use or give drugs in any capacity, even occasionally, during the working 

activity and in the workplace. 

 

 



7.5 Dissemination of personnel policies 

Delta Lavori commits to disseminate the policies of personnel management among employees, 

through the business communication tools (bulletins board, delivery or sharing of organizational 

documents and circulars and Service Alerts). 

 

 

7.6 Main duties of employees 

The employees shall act loyally in order to respect the obligations signed in the work contract, 

ensuring the performances required, as well as those established in the Code of Ethics, and in 

particular: 

- Information management: the employee shall know and carry out what is imposed by the 

business policies for the purpose of ensuring integrity, confidentiality and information’s 

availability.  

- the employee shall avoid situations that can give rise to conflicts of interest and, in the case 

of inevitability of the conflict, he shall inform immediately the hierarchical superior or directly 

the Supervisory Body. 

- Use of business assets, any employee that uses business assets shall: 

- Act with diligence; 

- Adopt, in their employment, responsible behaviours in line with what is established by the 

procedures; 

- Document, where necessary, their employment with precision; 

- Avoid improper use that can be cause of damage or reduction in efficiency, or in any case 

against the Company’s interest. 

- Use of computing resources, the hardware and software resources shall be used only for 

business purposes or for other employments authorized explicitly by the law in force and 

according to the procedural and operational rules established by the competent departments 

in any company. The employment of software without a license is strictly forbidden. Every 

employee shall: 

- Use equipment, systems and technological devices for the purposes authorized explicitly by 

the company; 

- Use only software programmes in compliance with the official business standards, except 

from written authorization of the competent technical areas; 

- Refrain from introducing in the Company’s computer system illegal copying of software; 

- Be informed about the restrictions on the employment of the technological resources with 

which he works, in order not to violate the licenses or to perform acts that involve 

responsibility with direct reference to the Company. 

 

 

 

7.7 Protection of worker’s privacy 

Delta Lavori commits not to communicate externally, except from the cases required by law, without 

the authorization of the people involved, the information related to its employees and the third parties, 

generated or acquired during the activity, and it avoids an improper use of such information. The right 

to privacy of employees is protected by standards that identify the information the Company can 

demand to employees, as well as the relevant modalities of management and storage. 

It is excluded any survey on ideas, preferences, personal taste and, generally, the private life of 

employees. 

 

 

 

 



7.8 Obligation of confidentiality 

All the information, knowledge, data acquired or processed by employees during their work belong 

to Delta Lavori and cannot be used, communicated or made known without the authorization of a 

superior. 

For this purpose, the Company’s information shall be accessible only to the persons authorized and 

shall be protected by the undue dissemination. Only the persons explicitly authorized by the Company 

can have access to inside information of the Company itself, both they are in paper form and magnetic, 

electronic or optical media, which can be used only for purposes and periods specified in the related 

authorizations. 

The passwords are equivalent to the workers’ signing, they may be known only by the respective 

holders and cannot be divulged to third parties. The workers are directly responsible for the adoption 

of all the required measures for protecting the Company’s information from risks of damage or loss 

and they shall look after their conservation for periods of time required by law and internal 

regulations. 

In any case, it is forbidden to all the Recipients to disseminate information relevant to the Company’s 

organization and production methods or by using it in order to prejudice the Company. 

 

 

 

8. Protection of share capital, creditors and market 
 

Delta Lavori aims at ensuring the dissemination and the compliance with the principles of protection 

of the integrity of share capital, of protection of creditors and third parties that build relationships 

with the Company and, generally, of transparency and fairness of Delta Lavori’s activity from the 

economic and financial point of view, also for the purpose of preventing corporate criminal offences 

provided for by Article 25 ter of the Decree. 

For this reason, all the Recipients shall: 

- Have a proper, transparent and cooperative behaviour, in the respect of laws and business 

procedures, in all the activities intended to the training and the expression of the budget and 

other social communications required by law and aimed to shareholders and the public, for 

the purpose of providing to shareholders and third parties truthful and right information about 

the economic, property and financial situation of the Company; 

- Strictly comply with the rules provided for by law to protect the integrity and effectiveness of 

the share capital and act respecting the business procedures that are based on these rules, also 

for the purpose of not harming the creditors’ guarantees or third parties.  

- Comply with the rules provided for by law and the business procedures intended to the regular 

operation of the Company and the social bodies, ensuring and facilitating any form of control 

about the social management required by law, as well as the free and proper training of the 

meeting’s will; 

- Refrain from behaviours that can impede the proper performance of the duties of the 

Supervisory Authorities responsible for the Company’s activities, for this purpose, make all 

the communications with rapidity, accuracy, completeness and good faith, and provide any 

form of cooperation required by law and regulations. 

- Conduct possible processes of winding up of the Company having regard to the priority 

interest of the social creditors. It is therefore forbidden to divert the social goods from their 

destination to creditors, sharing them among the shareholders before the payment of the 

entitled persons, that is before setting aside the sums needed to satisfy them.  

 

 

 

 



9. Transparency of accounts and internal control 

 
A careful policy of accounting transparency and an appropriate system of internal controls guarantee 

the transparency towards the shareholders and third parties. 

 

9.1 Accounting entries 

The accounting transparency is based on the truth, the accuracy and the completeness of the basic 

information for the related accounting entries. All Delta Lavori’s employees shall collaborate so that 

the business matters are depicted in the accounting accurately and promptly. 

- Every operation shall be recorded and accompanied by an adequate documentation in support 

of the work done, in order to allow an easy accounting entry; 

- The identification of the different levels of responsibility; 

- Accurate reconstruction of the operation, reducing the probability of misinterpretation. 

Any accounting entry shall reflect exactly what is depicted in the supporting documentation. 

Every employees must ensure that the documentation is easily trackable and well-ordered according 

to logical criteria. 

Any Recipient that becomes aware of omissions, falsifications, negligence about accounting or the 

documentation upon which the accounting entries are based on, shall report the facts to his superior 

or directly to the Supervisory Body. 

 

9.2 Internal control 

The policy of Delta Lavori is to disseminate knowledge to any level, characterized by the awareness 

of the existence of controls and by an attitude oriented towards the exercise of control. 

Internal control means all the activities and tools essential or useful to guide, manage and verify the 

business activities with the purpose of ensuring: 

- The inexpensiveness (efficacy and efficiency) of the business operations in compliance with 

the strategies, the goals and the company policies, also for the purpose of protecting the 

business wealth; 

- The reliability of the business information system, both for its components aimed at the 

organization of the budget intended to the publication, and for those aimed at the organization 

of the internal management reporting; 

- The compliance with the regulation applicable to the company. 

- The implementation of controls, with particular reference to line controls, is the main 

responsibility of the operational management. 

 

 

 

10. Health, safety and environment 
 

Delta Lavori is determinate to keep the maximum levels of hygiene, health and safety protection and 

to guarantee the indispensable preventive measures against the accidents and diseases in the 

workplace. 

In particular, Delta Lavori wishes to stress the importance to comply with the following principles: 

- The risk management related to health and safety in the workplace shall be based mainly on 

the prevention, considering the risk emergency management as an extreme situation in 

response to the malfunction of preventive systems. 

- The risk assessment carried out by those on the ground is an aspect that must not be ignored 

because it can bring to a more realistic view of them. 

- Everyone, in its scope, shall contribute to keep healthy and safe the work environment in 

which he works and guarantee the safety of its colleagues and collaborators. 



- Moreover, all the recipients have to manage the risks in a preventive way, following the 

specific procedures and using the personal protective equipment. When a dangerous situation 

occurs, even if it has not caused damages to people or things, it is necessary that it is 

immediately reported to the person responsible so that it is disclosed to the RSPP (Health and 

Safety Manager) in order to consider if additional countermeasures may be necessary or if 

those already existing are sufficient. 

- Delta Lavori, in the context of its activities, commits to: 

- Disseminate and consolidate the knowledge about safety in the work environment, increasing 

the awareness of the risks and using all the resources required to guarantee health and safety 

of the employees, the Trading Partners, the External Consultants and generally the individuals 

with whom it operates; 

- Ensure the compliance with the environmental law (national, regional or local), the internal 

regulations and all the requirements deriving from contractual agreements and drawn up 

protocols. 

- Protect the environment, which is a primary asset for the community, organizing its own 

activities constantly seeking a balance with the business needs. 

 

 

 

11. Effectiveness of the Code of Ethics and consequences of its violation 
 

11.1 Coming into force and revision of the Code of Ethics 

Delta Lavori’s Management Board adopts the Code of Ethics. The Management Board of Delta 

Lavori can re-examine the Code of Ethics at any time and make changes or integrations, as well on 

the recommendation of the Supervisory Body. 

The Supervisory Body shall deal with the revisions of the Code of Ethics arranged by the Management 

Board, at the latest 90 days from their approval. The changes/integrations made are promptly 

disclosed to all the Recipients through appropriate means of dissemination. 

 

 

11.2 Adherence to the Code of Ethics 

After the adoption of the Code of Ethics, any employee will receive a copy of it and will have to sign 

a declaration in which he will confirm the reception and the comprehension of the same. The 

Executive Management and the Human Resources Management shall have such declaration from any 

newly hired employee (within 30 days from the adoption of the Code of Ethics for the Employees 

already hired) and will keep it in the employee’s dossier. 

Similarly, any Trading Partner and External Consultant will receive a copy of the Code of Ethics and 

will have to sign a declaration that includes, besides the proof of the reception and the comprehension 

of the same, also the commitment to comply with the rules contained in it. The Executive 

Management and the Human Resources Management, with regard to term-contract workers, and the 

Legal Department and General Affairs, with regard to External Consultants and Trading Partners 

shall have such declaration at the time of the stipulation of the contract with them (within 30 days 

from the adoption of the Code of Ethics for the contracts into effect) and shall keep it in the declarant’s 

position.  

 

 

11.3 Consequences of breach of the Code of Ethics 

The compliance with the rules contained in the Code of Ethics is an essential part of the contractual 

obligations provided for the employees, under and for the effects of the Article 2104 of the Civil 

Code. 



The violation of the rules of the Code of Ethics from employees and managers will be, therefore, 

subject to sanctions by the law procedures, on the basis of regulations of the respective collective 

agreements in force, with sanctions proportionate to the severity of the violation and the reiteration 

of behaviours. 

As regards to the Trading Partners and the External Consultants linked to the Company by not 

subordinate work relationships, the breach of the Code of Ethics could imply the dissolution or the 

termination of the contract drawn up with them, by the insertion of specific clauses in this sense in 

the respective contracts. 

The violations of behavioural rules intended to prevent the commission of offences required by the 

Decree from the Company’s employees and managers, will be subject to sanctions, by the law 

procedures, on the basis of regulations of the respective collective agreements in force, with sanctions 

that are proportionate to the severity of the violation and the reiteration of behaviours. 

In relation to the violations put in place by the Company’s managers, the Supervisory Body will 

provide for informing the competent bodies (the Management Board and the Board of Statutory 

Auditors) in order that appropriate measures and ventures required by law will be taken in the 

competent headquarters. 

 


